
Textiles
enter

digital

L
ike a piece of furniture, fabric can
sit quietly in a room, barely no-
ticed. Or it can light up the space,
pulling the eye like a magnet to a
vibrant color or distinctive pat-
tern.

It’s the softer side of interiors –
one that takes the edge off strong

architecture or furniture. Fabric panels frame
windows in a flowing or tailored way that quietly
complements. For many designers, the colors in
a pattern can launch a room’s palette, even a par-
ticular paint color to match. Textiles, by their
hand or shimmer, can dictate mood. A cashmere,
silk or velvet suggests lushness and elegance.
Chenille and linen present a more casual, sporty
vibe, even though these, too, can also be consid-
ered dress-up. In combination, they can be most
dynamic, as foils to each other: supple to textu-
ral, shiny to matte.

From runways to living rooms, the influences
of graphics, patterns and even styles are trans-
lated. A bold geometric suggests sassy, assertive
and sometimes retro design. A painterly floral
gives a romantic note. A photo-realistic graphic
provides an urban vibe.

While color often gets top play in the news, 

- CHRISTIAN FISHBACHER

The two sides of digital printing: one an ethereal cloudlike design called Clear Sky; and the other, street scenes inspired by the Neth-
erlands, from Christian Fischbacher.
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Top left: British artist Jessica Zoob teamed up with Romo’s Black Edition
division to create a painterly collection of digitally printed fabrics. 
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Top right: The Crawford Bead fabric uses one of the hottest hues in tex-
tiles – indigo. Handmade in India, it’s named for a market in Mumbai.
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Bottom left: An exuberant, splashy pattern from an original painting is
smashing as upholstery. From the Aloha collection of Pierre Frey.
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Bottom right: An almost ethereal butterfly repeat shows the artistry
of Ulla Lapiolahti from Finland’s Studio Kelkka. 

‘Working’ fabrics welcome warmer days with color

Bedding patterns and kitchen textiles, such as towels and aprons, have been

exuberant the last couple of years, especially come spring and summer. That’s

when the bright colors emerge.

Expect that trend to blossom, in part due to the advent of digital technology in

fabrics. Images have never looked so real – whether it’s a flower, wide-plank

wood flooring, shelves full of suitcases or postcards from Provence. The large,

narrow format of beach towels lends itself well to imaginative printings.

Even monochromatic images look better because of the nuances of shading now

possible. The sorbetlike pastels – pinks, tangerines, apple, lime and yellow, as well as a

range of blues seem particularly fresh at this time of year. UNIVERSAL UCLICK
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TECHNOLOGY MAKES

MORE STYLES POSSIBLE

SEE TEXTILES, PAGE 4D
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Spring bulbs
Among the seasonal suggestions:

Don’t prune too early. 3D

The Challenge 

A renovation turned the formal dining
room of this 17-year-old Chapel Hill home
into an inviting gathering space that is now
in constant use. Replacing the formal fur-
nishings was easy. The challenge was to
design window treatments that would take
advantage of the light and views, yet pro-
vide interest and polish. See the striking
result on Page 4D.

Design Master Class TIPS AND TRICKS FROM THE N&O DESIGN TEAM

Window treatments add warmth, style

About the Designer 

Anne DeCocco is the lead

designer and co-founder of De-

Cocco Drapes, an online resource

for custom drapery panels. De-

Cocco received her bachelor’s

degree in interior design at Mere-

dith College, with a minor in art, and has run her

own design firm for more than a decade. 

- DECOCCO DRAPES

Window treatments finish
this room beautifully.

DeCocco

If you’ve ever filled a birdbath and
watched in awe as dozens of birds
flock in to wet their beaks, you
know how even a small amount of
water can make a garden more at-
tractive to wildlife. 

A fresh water supply sends out a
signal, imperceptible to humans,
for birds, squirrels and other crea-
tures to drop by for a drink.

The idea to expand the birdbath
concept into something more sub-
stantial occurs to most gardeners
from time to time, but questions
about materials, cost, maintenance
and other unknowns keep us from
acting on that impulse.

Luckily, I heard from Raleigh
reader Juanita Frady Walker about
a creative way to welcome wildlife
with a water feature.

“It’s always difficult to keep a
birdbath filled, so this idea came to
me while I was outside and noticed
a large amount of water gushing
from our air conditioning unit; it
was going to waste,” she said. “At
the time, we were having our patio
expanded. So I got the crew to
scoop me out a little circle at the
end of the patio and put in pipes
that would funnel the water there.”

Walker describes her pond as 5 to
6 feet in circumference, similar in
size to a child’s wading pool but
slightly deeper, at 24 to 30 inches.
She lined the bed with a specially
cut pond liner and rimmed the edge
with large rocks, stacked unevenly
to keep the liner in place and pro-
vide lots of nooks and crannies for
frogs, salamanders and other gar-
den visitors.

The yard had included a high-
maintenance koi pond, so Walker
liked the idea of a self-sustaining
water feature with fewer demands.
Her project has been a great suc-
cess, and she offers two important
tips for anyone planning something
similar: Use a good-quality pond
liner and dig the hole lower on one
side, so that overflow from heavy
rains can easily drain out.

A heavy-duty liner will help re-
duce the risk of punctures and the
cost of a replacement. Liners are
available at lawn and garden cen-
ters, most of which Walker said will
happily cut one to your specific
size.

After constructing her pond,
Walker filled it once from the hose
and then let nature –with an assist
from the basement dehumidifier
and central air conditioning unit –
take its course.

Creative
water

feature lures
wildlife 

Backyard Wildlife

Renee Elder

March: Wildlife Watch

The red-shouldered hawk is found

near forested areas in proximity to

water in the Southeastern U.S., and to

a lesser extent in the northeast and

southwest. 

What to look for: Adults’ tails have a

brownish-red coloration with narrow

white bands. Juveniles’ chest feathers

are streaked with brownish bands,

while adults have orange bars on the

breast. This hawk’s body is typically

less than 20 inches long, and it has a

wingspan of about 40 inches. The wing

form is nearly flat when soaring, but

takes on a slight downward bow when

gliding.

Where to look: They nest in tall trees,

such as pines, and prefer mature

forested areas with occasional clear-

ings.

How to feed: Include elements in

your garden to attract amphibians,

small mammals and birds.
Source: “The Sibley Field Guide to Birds”

JOE CAVARETTA - MCT

The red-shouldered hawk is found
near forests close to water in the
Southeast, and sometimes in the
Northeast and Southwest. 

SEE WILDLIFE, PAGE 3D
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